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pinion, hascd upon the lessons of the two
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nn as 1 have learned them, the war-

ship of the future should \<- t he battle ship.
\u25a0ad there should he two great classes or types. The
principal difference in their make-op should l>e speed
endurance: the more important of the two
old be the speedy type, with strong
A slower class, that would permit the use of a
ter number of heavy £uns, would comprise the
pc ships. The latter would serve admirably
I
i. defend harl>ors from within and to attack forts.
(.nim.t see that the question whether the armament
h ships be ten or twelve inch jruns is important.
tge effected by the twelve-inch jnin. with its
•wkward accessories, during the wars between Spain
and the United State> and Russia and Japan, hardly
justifies its use.
Therefore, ships of both tyj.es should carry ten-inch
puns, with a greater number upon the battle ship of
: type which I would call "A Sea-going
fender." Ships of the first type also might
in described as "Cdasl Defenders.*' because they could
r j-h'.res by attacking an enemy's coast and
presence of that enemy's vessels at
I
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Ini ombtnation with these important fighting factors,
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of Manila, San.rding
historians or amateurs. The
men.
writer- of the last class have prejudices, likeother
. follow oertain leaders who are always
to the fore with positive and dogmatic assertions:
frequently these men state their views, denounce in
who disagree with them, and conOg the frank opinion of other p
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my \ iew]H,nit. the •
•!.
•

the case.

The lessons

Kis
the unexpected attack of the torpedo-boats while
the ships were at anchor; the incapacity for prompt
defense was due t<> the fad that the machinery
of all the Russian ships was in deplorable condition.
The vessels that were not injured in the attack
were not in any better condition as lighting factors
than the damaged ones, owing to their inefficient
machinery and accessories.
The complete destruction of the Spanish fleet at
Santiago was due to the wretched condition of the
engines and l«>ilers on the shins: the mechanical
inefficiency was the real gage of the ti^'htin^ capacity
of each ship and ->f the a^.sjressive power of the tleet.
With the exception of the Colon, those ships were designed and constructed by a reputable Scotch firm,
which had established itself in Spain and sent there
its foremen and best skilled labor. The ships were
delivered to the Spanish Government in good condition, were correctly rated as twenty-knot armored
cruisers, ami were so considered b\ our naval authorities;
but, owin<,' to the oegta t of the engineering force, their
ten knots.
Had they
actual sjK-eii hardly equaledknots,
when they steamed
even fourteen
been able to
out that beautiful Sunday morning, most of them
would have escaped, because the boilers of most of
the ships in the blockading fleet were in bad condition.
Our tleet was not prepared for such an aggressive acton s^me vessels, half the boilers "were empty of water.
The engines of the Massachusetts. Oregon and two
other ships were in normal condition. The Massachusetts, which was not in the fight, after the war made
a speed exceeding that of her contract trial, and before
she went to a dry-dock for repairs.
Had the Massachusetts and Mew-York remained at
their stations, the Spanish tleet would have been sunk
outside the harbor's
as fast as the ships appeared
mouth.
I have been informed by a distinguished officer,
who was in the battle off Santiago de Cuba, that the
standard of the twenty-knot Spanish ships was ac
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cepted by the officers of the blockading fleet as
their actual condition. If so, the reason for that
"Hard aport!" incident at the beginning of the
obvious: if the Spaniards were "twentyters" and gun-powered as published, they would
surrounded and sunk the first cruiser or unarmored vessel that approached them.
The vital proposition of "getting at the enemy and
getting away again" cannot be cried down the wind;
like the ghost of Banquo, it "willnot down." Iquote
from a letter of mine, written in April last, that further
states
" my position:
Regarding the subject of boilers: Xv matter what
kind of boilers these ships may have had, or how
thoroughly they were constructed, they could not have
remained efficient for the first year, because the liremen, coal-passers and the entire engine-room personnel
up to the engineers had no experience whatever in
'firing' any kind of boilers. The firemen had been
taken, as the Captain stated, directly from the country.
We know the result. While the engineers, as a rule,
were educated far beyond the class of experts who
ordinarily run engines, they were unable to train the
men under them, because they had not had any exNor was there an
perience as firemen themselves.
intermediate class of people, as in some other navies,
to help the chief engineers.
"We have found the same trouble in our navy.
The English navy, the best equipped of any in this
world with engine-room artificers, stokers and handy
men, has had its trials and tribulations.
"All sorts of schemes have been attempted to overcome these difficulties. English writers now suggest
that all dock laborers be trained as stokers, so that
whenever expert firemen are wanted the Admiralty
addition, a large
can draw Upon that da^s of labor. In
number of boys, about fourteen years of age, are under
What must the United States
instruction as stokers.
navy expect except trouble, therefore, if the English,
with more practical engineers than any other country
can boast and a larger army of workmen to draw upon,
confesses to constant discouragement 5
"All these complications have arisen from the
adoption of water-tube boilers: and, as 1 have frequently said, if such boilers are to be used, it i- indispensable that the engine-rooms be equipped with
trained men.
"The troubles of the English and French with
defective boilers and incompetent stokers have induced
that,
many of their writers on naval subjects to assert
the 'man behind the shovel' is more important than
the 'man behind the gun.' What is necessary i- to
get within effective distance in the quickest possible
time. To accomplish this, the boilers must have been,
originally, of superior make, and kept a!
In
a high standard of efficiency.
a general way, the introduction of
water-tube boilers has revolutionized naval engineering, and
has had extraordinary effects
upon the capabilities of a warship or a fleet. One Hriti^'.i
Admiral describes the pending
contest over the best type oi
l>oiler for war-ships as 'The
Battle of the Boilers.' Some
best English authorities go so far
to say that sea battles of the future
willbe decided by the boilers in the hold,
not by the guns in the turretsoron deck."
Untilrecently, comparisons of strength
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Power,'
not entitled "Coming Sea
navies were nothing more battle ship." This is true; but battle ship did the American Review,"
and efficiency of the world's
—
Arthur.
Therefore
at
Tort
battle
ship
of the
than a parade on paper a Bras^ey list of battle ships, meet
places have not added public announcement
armored cruisers, cruisers, guns, etc., with fictitious crucial contests at these two
a placa
toward
Empire
Speed and horse-power. A determination of the actual greatly to our information.
the world. But my
The annual construction programs of the naval
I did noefficiency of the ships never has been made, and from
set by some tion, for many reasons.
precedents
the
follow
generally
powers
could
not
made.
of
data
be
supplied,
the nature
the
I
possession
in
my
•ion
building.
race of war-ship
Our war with Spain gave rise to the first doubts as to one of the competitors in the
of Japan
1I
high-speed
large,
the
a
little
while
ago,
of
the
Only
the representations made by the governments
0, when I was nothing of the V
like the Blake and Blenheim, was in vogue;
world regarding the true conditions of their fighting class,fancy
it mildly, my view, of ].
Terrible,
jut
and
to*
the
was
followed
Powerful
by
ships. The accepted rating given by Spain was proved this
be utter
8

The sea fighting between Russia and
japan has swept away forever the last vestige of the
old rating. Japan has appeared in the open as a
iirst-class sea power; while Russia still must be rated
An
us an undetermined factor in naval strength.
examination of Clowes or Brassey, previous to IS9B,
gives Russia tremendous preponderance in sea power
over Japan.
We know better now. Japan was
treated with scant courtesy by these lexicographers
in fact, Japan rated no higher than some of the small
South American States.
Splendid as has been the advance in details of construction during the past fifteen years, no opportunity
lias justified the enormous expenditures in certain
types of large fighting ships or to establish the correctness of their designs, under conditions of actual battle.
Naval experts have declared that no lessons were
taught at Santiago, because "battle ship did not meet
to be incorrect.
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which Great Britain built chiefly because Russia had were thoughtoftothe war r.
laid down the keels of the Ros.->ia and Rurik. Now, The events
my predki
England has gone mad over the colossal battleship, than justified are the rest of mankin I
merely because other Powers are adding to their a^ton^hed as Ja]
While the
navies that kind of ships.
rong's and elsewhere, th»
The contagion has spread to this country. It is
men
with particular reference to the
Hercules,
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oi
we
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here
that
argued
of modern v.
requirements
or
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of
another
nation
a
forsooth, to fight Jupiter
employed to instruct Stoker
were
was
in
the
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days
be
done
as
it
as if the fighting was to
laborers.
Dry
class
never
may
of chivalry! Two ships of the same
I :.nd in Louis Livingston
Wisely directed Powers to-day have large
meet.
navies, composed of ships of all types, and all of these "From Tokio Through Mane:
vessels can do some fighting and the individual ships an important paragraph on t:. Kure. v
"There was one building at
are likely to be scattered over the planet when war
revealed to me more than arr
meet
her
which
may
so
the
never
large ship
occurs,
that
thoroughness of Japan's I 1
could
saw
the
powers
of
two
warring
echo, unless the navies
the
for war. It was a low shed
preparing
supremacy.
settle
the
of
question
meet in mid-ocean to
(Continued on page 1,)
1 was aware of the arming of Japan, and in an article
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rather than in repose, for noi always has she lived
among the mountains of ("raig-y-Xos.
Mme. Bemhardt, however, is a much more striking
instance of one who finds in unremitting work the
Hers
secret of perpetual youth. She is never at rest.
is the most extraordinary life of which Iknow anything. She thinks nothing of playing a gigantic part
eight or nine times a week. This would be more than
enough for most people. But, besides doing this, she
accomplishes a thousand other things. In Paris she
observer
said
acute
entertains incessantly.
When she is on tour, she is
to me recently
"
bombarded
Invitations pour in upon her.
by
visitors.
Women have givBetween the acts of the play there is a procession of
en up growing old. IsupFrantic admirers i
callers to her dressing-room.
pose they are tired of it.'
her from Paris to London, and besiege her with
Most of us soon tire o
ings of flowers. Authors flock to her hotel with plays.
growing old. It is ;i faBeing good-natured, she often goes to parties got up
tiguing process, and one
in her honor. She gives away prizes; she recites for
that humanity in genera
charities; she appears
at bazaars.
At midnight
would be glad to dispense
anxious hosts await her at supper. The whole of the
with.
According to my
When
observer, women of to-day do dispense with it; but business of a great theater is on her shoulders.
study
men do not. He went on to remark: "A modern does she learn her parts? When does she
man of forty, as a rule, appears his age A modern
woman of forty appears, say, thirty to thirty-two."
SPIRIT
1 was ungallani enough to hint at little feminine methBy Hate M. Cleary
ods and mysteries to which most men are strangers;
but he took me for a walk in the park, and soon
Tis the spirit that does it. my dear, my dear,
forced me to acknowledge that many women who do
'Tis the spirit that docs it ever.
not "make-up" do not seem anything like their aj,re.
And the power of the willis resistless still
As the rush of a mighty river.
Why is it? I myself am acquainted with women of
forty-live, fifty, fifty-five, who "make-up" little or not
at all, and yet who seem to me, and I
believe to all the
Tis the spirit that moves the mountains, dear.
WOlid, by no means middle-aged, and in some eases
That tunnels in awesome wonder,
positively young. What is the secret of this eternal
Till the steam steed's Spray, and its brazen bray.
youth? People who live exceedingly quiet lives in
Are merged in vaults of thunder.
the country, whose greatest dissipation is a rare garden
party, whose hour for lied is ten, and whose hardest
"There
" shall be no Alps!" Napoleon cried.
lal>or is a
of tennis, or the gentle weeding of a
Unconditional surrender!"
1 «< irder, declare that in these is eternal youth to be found.
Gallant words indeed, that prove our need
Others say that a quiel mind is the best "make-up"
Of defier and defender!
in the world, and that the mind cannot be quiet in a
great city Certainly one of the youngest-looking
'Tis the spirit that makes fair women work
women for her age whom 1 have ever seen does live
In the slums of the sullen city,
lives,
one of these peaceful
far away from the roar
Or bids them go into war's red glow,
of traffic and the gaieties so many of us cling to. She
Thrilled with passion and with pity.
is famous, and she says she is forty-one, yet in bright
daylight she appears more often than not like a radiant
'Tis the spirit that makes the women at home,
young girl The whole world has rung with her name,
Whose souls with fear are shaking.
yet she cares nothing for the world. She adores peace,
Smile back the children's innocent smile,
fresh air, simplicity, early hours, and, as 1 have said,
Lest they set those young hearts aching.
at forty-one she is like a beautiful young girl
And so, rest is the recipe for this beloved eternal
Tis the spirit that sets the feet of men
youth that we all lone for!
A-climb on the Klondike passes;
One can hardly affirm this. Think of two great
That cleaves the desolate jungle through,
women, Mine. Patti and Mme. Sarah Hernhardt. They
And the gloom of the grim morasses.
are l>oth amazing in many ways, most amazing in their
preservation of youth. For some years, of course, the
'Tis the spirit that plans, creates and delves.
former has led a rather retired Kfe in Wales. Hut
'Tis the spirit that often cheated.
how she has toiled in the past, singing perpetually in
And lashed by the tlail of adversity's hail
Opera and concerts, making enormous tours all over
Is ne'er conquered
though oft defeated.
the world, surrounded and interrupted incessantly by
worshipers who came to pay that homage which is
'Tis the spirit that does it, my dear, my dear,
doubtless grateful, but which is certainly exhausting
'Tis the spirit that does it ever.
to its recipient !
So here's to the will that's resistless still
She has found the recipe for eternal youth in work
As the rush of a mighty river!
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by the sea does she occasionally rest. Yet even
there she often rises a:
six. She shoots, she fishes,
she sails, she plays tennis,
she entertains a swarm i f
Not in rest, but in labors great as the
friends.
Labors of Hercules, in everlasting excitement, d es
she find eternal youth.
As a. rule the women by v. :
been
X- • '. .'. m every respect is fas
women oi hex age. Successful work
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ness, a phlegm, which show youth quickly to the
The human vegetable is seldom or never
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always seems what we discreetly caO
But the surest way oi prc-cr\ b
interest in people and things.
Are modern women m
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secret
of then remarkable your':
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were trained to distribute coal evenly
and regularly over the great furnaces

soaking,
flavoring

and coloring when

under the boilers of war-ships.

Probably
mak-

no other nation ever thought of

Jell-O

ing such preparations for training, what
be called its cheapest labor, in
produces better results in two minutes?
expeditious methods of work. Here
I.wrythmg in thi' package.
Simply add hot long lines of men doing nothing were
f. >r
rater and set to cool. It's perfection. A surtogether except shoveling. They
prise to the housewife.
JCo trouMe. l<t=s exivn>e. l'ry it to-day. In Six Fruit Flavors : were not shoveling coal, but large stones
L(>!iu)i». Orange.
Strawlnrry. Raspberr>-. and pebbles supposed to represent coal,
<. hoeolate and Cherry. At grocers.
into a series oi ovens. The pebbles were
10c.
dumped, from time to time, upon an iron
1:. nc. The men then sh iveled them back
again into the supposed furnaces of warships. Hour after hour this work went
>t,. the stokers
seeming to execute their
tasks with as much enthusiasm as if
actually on I>oard a war -ship ami en1 in hostile operations."
This explains the extraordinary means
Japan employs to train her stokers and
all other accessories to war-ship administration. When a builder of battle ships
Alter all. it is these two
sends one of his creations on her trial
trip, he exercises the utmost care in the
things tor which all men
Befcctkm of the stokers who are to tend
are striving. It is the big
the furnaces. The adoption of wateridea that goes to bed with
tube boilers makes the stoker's part in
the war game vastly more important
us all. Most men tail in
than formerly. The man in the stoke""
both. Our plan is simple,
hole willsettle the Rattle of the Boilers"
sale and
to
which
1
have
referred.
CanSince writing the foregoing, Ihave read
not fail to bring both rewith j^reat interest the last report of
sults. Write us tor (free)
Admiral Converse of the Bureau of Navigbooklet.
ation. Ithoroughly aKrree with him on
the "Battle Ship and Destroyer" controversy, although he does «ot refer to
damages done by destroyers, before war
PENN MUTUALLIFE
was declared, by the unexpected attack
INSURANCE CO. MM of the torpedo-boats at Port Arthur.
He deals with conditions in actual battle.
921 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.
He says:
"Early events of the hostilities in the
Far East and subsequent accounts of
various exploits, in all of which torpedoes
magic
la
or submarine mines had a prominent
part, have given rise to considerable dis. to the relative values of battle> nurd *ltb dooblr tele»eope
ships and torpedo craft especially the
erj»tml l.n,
1 mude »Tlmr«urrrd
bra» and n1.L.l pUted. lmnd- larger
type of torpedo-boat destroyers.
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Such a risk always has been admitted,
and provision is made against it in the
construction of the vessels themselves by
the method of interior subdivision also
by giving squadrons of heavy slu, the
protection afforded by torpedo-boat destroyers and other li^'ht vessels.
"With regard to torpedo vessels, it will
be recalled that after the war with Spain
not a few persons said that the torpedoboats were of !.>> practical value fur war
purpo cs. The moral ei'eit alone of the
torpedo, it is safe to say, will prevent
this opinion being further entertained,
notwithstanding that the tangible results
si far a< hieved by the automobile torpedo
are less than at first reported."
As shown by recent "Message and Report," the President and Secretary of the
Navy practically indorse the views of
Admiral Converse.
The newspapers recently contained
cable despatches announcing the final
destruction of the Russian fleet of battle ships in l'ort Arthur harbor. That
end of a fine loi of ships fully justifies
what I have said about the gage of
efficiency in fighting craft of all kinds
Had the machinery of these ships been
in good condition, they could have dashed
i
nit of that harbor long ago, and some
of them ought to have escaped, because
the Russians outnumbered the Japanese
in battle ships. The operations at 2 3
Metre Hill appeal to me as a conclusive
demonstration of the capabilities of heavy
guns, mounted on land, as coast defenders. Battle ships have no chance in a
fi^ht with fortifications, properly equipped
with guns of equal or larger caliber than |
those afloat. Arguments against the use !
of high-caliber gui s on battle ships do not
apply to their effectiveness behind forti- i
ficatv >r.s. lam n< iw more 1< mvinced than
ever in favor of the fast battle ship; but
a floating battery should not be a craft
that relied solely upon its colossal pro-

coi

.

portions.
1 hardly expert the war-ship of the
future to fully meet all the results gathered
from the lessons of Manila, Santiago and

l'ort Arthur. Amateurs and mountebanks will appear with extravagant and
fantastic projects that will divert attention and cost millions of good money. I
have a painful remembrance of the disastrous effects of the Ericsson craze in
the Civil War, the blunders of which are
not entirely outgrown. Prior to the
Rebellion, we had in this country as wise
ship-builders as lived -tluir equals are
not alive to-day! (The American model,
the clipper ship, the transatlantic packet
j-hip were not only the 1 est of their kinc's,
but there wire no other kinds, anywhere). Capable
ship-builders, naval
ors and designers were swept ol
construi l
th<ir feet by the Monitor craze. The
naval constructors of that period stood
(.:. exactly the same
plane as the shipbuilders to which I refer, but they
(
H-.r ship-yard, 1 believe,
overthrow:
was the only or.c that survived destruction 1 have a vivi!recollection of the
extravagancies, persecutions and threats
employed againsi naval officers, of stafl
or line, and every ship-builder or private
citizen who had the temerity to combai
the Eric!
Aboul 1ighty per cent, of the promin< nt
naval officers were antagonistic to the
Monitor type of fighting ship. Having
in the thick of this fight, 1 can speak
from experience. The country was impoverished for five hundred million dolthe national debt is "directly and
indirectly a 1 \u25a0•\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0 \u25a0< |t» nee of the Monitor
\u25a0
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re with a
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of Vessel U hich
teffei live man. mobility,
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self-maintenance.
i- as not until Secretary Chandler's
of the Navy Department
ire battle ships and they admii i
that a beginning of the new navy was
ired cruisfollowed by the ai le regim<
taries Whitney and Tracy, who gave
irpedo v<
to 1 dent, v i rever met.
•
unfit them
1 often have been descrii ed as an "old
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'
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